ABSTRACT -New computer simulations of FIM images for the icosahedral phase of Al-Mn, using the Moore-Ranganathan-shell method, are presented and compared to the experimentally observed images. The closest agreement found thus far is for a cubic model having a 3.32 nm unit cell edge and containing an icosahedral inner atomic motif, with all Mn and only some of the A1 atoms included in the simulated images. (An octahedral-motif decoration of a perfect 3-D Penrose model was also tested for comparison.) This surprising result can be understood as the result of inner-cell motif domination over the parent cubic features, due to the very large unit cell size.
INTRODUCTION
A complete description of the atomic structure for the icosahedral phase of A1-Mn has not yet been found and, in fact, there is still no general consensus on the most appropriate structural model to describe the phase. Accordingly, we have been exploring new models with regard to their agreement with the various experimental observations, and we report here the results of our comparisons of some of the relevant new computer simulations, using conventional Moore-Ranganathan methods(l), with field ion microscopy (FIM) observations.(2-4 ) Figure 1 shows a field ion micrograph of the A1-Mn icosahedral phase in which can be seen several features related to the icosahedral symmetry; other features become apparent when a series of micrographs taken as the specimen is dissected by field evaporation (5) . The following are the major observations consistently seen by FIM:
A pentagonal array of poles which retains its orientation through many layers of field evaporation, even though in any evaporation sequence, individual poles may gain or lose prominence at different levels of the process.
Only 2-fold, 3-fold and 5-fold poles appear -the low-index axes of an icosahedral system.
The 2-fold and 3-fold poles show much greater prominence in the ring and terrace structures than the 5-fold poles. This has been found in imaging by both neon and helium ions.
Large-diameter rings are usually discontinuous; the rings often have a broken appearance, with spots of varied size.
Occasional small-scale 5-fold structural patterns can be observed near the 5-fold poles and elsewhere. Some triangular and hexagonal terracing is observed in the vicinity of the 3-fold poles. Patterns of stripes may cross the 2-fold poles in a radial direction from the 5-fold axes.
IMAGE SINLATIONS
Comparisons of x-ray and neutron diffraction results for the A1-Mn icosahedral phase and the cubic a-phase have revealed many common local details (6) (7) (8) . We have therefore investigated a series of model cubic lattices suggested in the literature(9) as projections from a 6-dimensional cubic lattice. These start with the a-phase having a cube-edge length of 1.268 nm and increase in unit cell size to 2.052 and 3. Thus, for the largest unit cell used (figure 4), the local (icosahedral) symmetry dominates the overall (cubic) symmetry.
Simulated FIM images for these models with the Mn sublattice completely decorated with the appropriately located A1 atoms are unrealistic, as are simulations based solely on the A1 atoms. However, the qualitatively best simulations occurred for a partial decoration of the third-approximant Mn sublattice. The correct order of pole prominence, compared to experiment, and the observed broken, spotty rings could be successfully simulated by the introduction of a clustering condition in the program: A1 atoms were accepted only if their neighbor Mn atoms were within the Moore-Ranganathan shell. A resulting simulated image is d o w n in figure 5 . Details of the atomic motifs within each unit cell are given elsewhere(l0).
We have tested also a new decoration of the 3-D Penrose-type quasilattice(l1). We find that decorating the Penrose quasilattice with Mn atoms on the octahedron of vertices around the waist of each prolate rhombohedron, according to the pattern suggested earlier(l2) leads to a simulated FIM image (figure 6) in which the 2-fold and 3-fold poles have qualitatively correct prominence, but the 5-fold pole is overly prominent. We have tried several schemes for adding A1 atoms to this model(l2), but all additions lessened the agreement of computed and experimental images. Also, our simulations of the perfect Penrose quasilattice model display more uniform sets of rings than the experimental images.
None of our models include effects due to phason strain(l3) or other effects which might be expected to weaken the degree of ordering in the simulations, Whether phason strain could selectively weaken the prominence of the 5-fold poles in the Penrose-type simulation without destroying the "3-fold and 2-fold prominence cannot be stated without further detailed examination. We note that the Penrose simulation does produce the stripes across 2-fold poles.
DISCUSSION
The cubic models used here are entirely different in their relationship between icosahedral and cubic features than proposed earlier by Pauling(l4) as a possible microtwinning model. The cubic cells here are packed with MacKay icosahedra and no twinning is incorporated. However, it is historically interesting that Pauling's idea of relating a large cubic unit cell to the observed diffraction features is the basis of current modelling schemes.
It is now clear that the presence or absence of translational periodicity, so crucial to understanding the structure of icosahedral-phase materials, becomes more difficult to determine experimentally by FIM (as well as by diffraction techniques) as the unit cell size increases. Real-space imaging by FIM requires that periodically imaged motifs be observed in order to establish that translational periodicity is present, if indeed it is. As the unit cell size and hence the translational period increases, there are decreasing numbers of unit cells in the finite (small) FIM specimen (5) .
The result of increasing unit cell size for a simple bcc crystal is easily computed. With cell size increases, fewer and fewer image spots are seen for ordinary shell thicknesses. Clearly then, atomic arrangements determined by interior atomic motifs would increasingly dominate the image characteristics. We are suggesting that this may be true for the A1-Mn icosahedral phase. If so, experimental confirmation would be the finding of periodically appearing atomic motifs in an extensive field-evaporation sequence.
CONCLUSIONS
The overall visual appearance of the experimental FIM images has been best matched, among the models which we have tried, by a large-unit-cell (3.32 nm) cubic approximant to a quasilattice. Local symmetries may determine the apparent symmetry of a real-space image. The short-range order of the MacKay icosahedron motif already dominates over the cubic translational symmetry in the third approximant model. hpparent surface disorder is a not-uniform feature of alloy specimens in FIM (15) . This possible effect and the possible effects of phason strain should be examined in order to make the models more realisti'c.
However, these preliminary models have shown some encouraging features. As a refinement over previous computer simulations(l6-19), we now suggest that in this type of modeling, a.minimum objective should be to find polar contrast and prominence effects which agree with the experiments. At present, the third approximant cubic model including some decoration with A1 atoms, as described above, gives the closest agreement with observed FIM images. coinciding icosahedral system a r e indicated. the [I101 pole a t t h e c e n t e r , and t h e Dots show t h e cubic zones, which a r e a s t r o n g prominence of t h e cubic zone regions, which a r e f e a t u r e of FIM images from cubic l a t t i c e s with sketched i n Fig. 2b . 8300 s i t e s a r e small u n i t c e l l s . i l l u s t r a t e d . cell, a = 3.325nm, AR = 0.16nm, 8648 sites. Note the strong emphasis on lll-type poles, by The large pentagon, composed of 3-fold and 2 -comparison to the other 3-fold poles; likewise, fold poles, is now the most prominent feature; on 100-type poles, relative to other 2-fold we lose the traces of the cubic phase, and the poles. Another feature is the disappearance oficosahedral poles on the low-cubic-index the [I101 pole, and the receding emphasis of directions are no more prominent than the the cubic zone pattern.
others in the icosahedral system. 
